Pitch Extraction and Fundamental Frequency Estimation from Indian Folk Music using Time domain and Frequency domain Technique
time domain autocorrelation PDA for vocal pitch detection of music with strong and sparse harmonic spectrum [5] . Researchers have worked with variety of music (Indian classical music, pop music, etc.) In our base paper [1] they have discussed the problem in melody detection of Indian classical music. So in our work what we will be examining is given below: Q1. Can we directly implement time domain and frequency domain pitch extraction algorithm for pitch extraction from Indian folk music? Q2. If RQ1 is true then comparative study of results.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
We have applied both autocorrelation method and cepstrum method for pitch extraction of Indian folk music.

Auto Correlation · Initialization takes place with audio signal as input. · After this waveforms are compared at different time intervals and their similarity at each interval is measured. · Finally the result is obtained as autocorrelation function which is the Correlation of a waveform with itself. · This process is done for small time frame and then repeated for whole signal.
 Cepstrum Cepstrum is the process that can calculate the fundamental frequency. It uses the technique of calculating the inverse Fourier transformation of logarithmic function of signal. The formulation can be done by using the following formula:
The pitch in both the process can be calculated by using the formula
III. MOTIVATION
Most of the pitch extraction method [3] follow the below pattern for Melody extraction. Most of the techniques whose aim is to detect vocal melody follows the pattern described in figure(a). So pitch extraction is the fundamental element on which the entire melody detection depends. So after analyzing we came to know that various music have their own characteristic's and depending on that different approach are applied on them for example harmonic matching pitch detection algorithm (PDA) was experimentally found to be superior to the time domain autocorrelation PDA for vocal pitch detection in Indian classical music. So we were motivated to work with Indian folk music since it have its own characteristic's and it was a new point of interest we also wanted to analyze the outcomes when time domain analysis and frequency domain analysis is applied on Indian folk music since we had not seen the results before.
IV. ARCHITECTURE System Design

Figure (b) Description
Firstly to extract pitch we have taken a Indian folk song as a input and obtained Sampling Frequency (fs) and Vector containing signal (x(t)).Now we have divided the input in short time frames and will Calculate Correlation Coefficient using Sampling Frequency and signal by calling the correlation function. After this step we will get a vector which contains correlation coefficients. Using correlation coefficient (r) and sampling frequency (fs) we will calculate fundamental frequency (f0) for each time frame. Same steps have been followed for cepstrum method pitch extraction. Finally we have plotted tracked pitch on the graph. Using graph and 
VI. CONCLUSION
The paper has introduced the application of time domain based approach (autocorrelation) and frequency domain based approach (cepstrum) for fundamental frequency estimation and pitch extraction of Indian folk music. Since experimentally we took Indian folk music for the first time. We have also done a comparative study on the results of both method and found variation when two different approaches are applied on same set of samples.
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